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SUMKARY

Drag tests were conducted in the N.A.C.A. full-scale
wind tunnel on full-scale models of two Army -Jir Corps
type A-6 landing lamps mounted on an 8 by 48 foot airfoil.
Drag measurements were made with the lamps in the Ieading
edge and attached to the lower surface at the 5 and 10
percent chord positions. Z!-nedrag of the la”mps when
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faired into the airfoil was also measured.
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The results show that at 100 miles per hour and at.
the angle of minimum drag of the airfoil theunfaired
lamps in the leading edge produced an increase in drag ‘ -

-—

of 5.5 pounds and t’hat the nnfaired lmnps on the lower
—

surface .ateither position increased the airfoil- drag ~-~o~ .
pounds. These increases represent 6 and 24 percent of the
minimum drag of the airfoil, respectively. I’airing the
lamps into the airfoil reduced the drag of the lamps about
50 percent for the leading-edge position and about 60 _@er- 1
cent for the two lower surface positions.

INTRODUCTION
--

With the rapid increase being made in. the speed of
modern transport and military airplanes, greater attention
is being given by air~lane designers to the effect of va-

.

rious types of wing protuberances. The National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics has conducted several investi-
gations to study this effect. (See references 1 to 5.)

The investigation reported herein was requested by
the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy ~epart!nent, to determine
the drag of the Army Air Corps type A-6 landing lamP loc-
ated in th”e leading edge and upon the lower surface of a
w ing. The tests were conducted in the Y,A.C.A. full--scale ‘“
wind tunnel with the lamps mounted on an 8 by 48 foot air-
foil.
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APPARATUS AND-TESTS

Two dummy wooden lamps were constructed to the dimen-
sions of the Army Air Corps type A-G landing lamp (fig. 1)
afid cylindrical wooden fairings were made for fairing the
lamps into the airfoil at three locations (fig. 2). A
smooth n!et.al-covered 8 by 4$ foot Clark Y airfoil was used.
Ehe tests were conducted in the Full-scale wind tunnel de-
scribed in reference 6.

The drag- of the plain airfoil, was determined first;
the two dummy ~arnpb were then successively attached to
the airfoil at the leading edge and at the 5 and 10 per-
cent chord positions on the lower surface, and measure-
ments made of the drag of the arrangement with the lamps
in each position, both faired and unfalred. The lamps
were placed 8 feet apart along the span with each lamp 6
feet from the nearest airfoil support to eliminate the
possibility of interference effects. The axes of the
lampswere set at -15° to the airfoil chord line to simu-
late the installation specified by the Army. This arrange-
ment provides a horizontal axis of the lamps for a three-
point landing. Photographs of one of the dumm~ lamps,
both with and without fairing at the leadiilg edge of the
airfoil and on the lower surface at the 10 percent chord
position, are presented in figure 3,

_.
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The plain airfoil and t-he airfoil with each lamp in-
stallation was tested at several air speeds between 50
and 104 miles per hour to determine the scale effect.
For each velocity the angle of attack of the airfoil was
varied between -7.&and -1° in order to include the angle
of minimum drag and the an~le corresponding to the high-
speed condit.iQn.. -- — —

RESULT-S AHD DISCUSSION

NO apprecia~le scale effect was apparent from the fi-
nal results; hence, data are given, for onl~ one atr speed -
100 miles per hour (standard conditions). The speed of
the air stream changed slightly w~tli angle of attack,
therefore the measured results were plotted against air
speed at each angle of- attack and the point-s shown in fig-
ure 4 were taken from the faired curves.
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The lamps faired into the .l&a”tfingedge produced the
least increase in drag, 3 pounds at the mininurn drag an-
gle of the airfoil [about 3 percent of the airfoil drag).
The drag added by the lamps fatred into tll~ idwei “siii.?ac~

.-

of the airfoil was practically--tihe :st+mefor eith”er-loca- .

tion throughout the angle-of-attack .range of the tests
and was alout three times that of the lamps faired inio ‘-
theleading edge. -A‘comparison of the dr~’g .ciYrves‘~o~
the;fairea and unfaired conditions shows that- the “fairinQs
decreased the lamp drag alout ,5Q percent for “the leadin”g-
ed.ge position and about 60 percent for the two lower sur-
face. positions at the ang~~ of--minimum drag for the a~r-

-.—

foil. lJoqe of the lamp-arrangements tested had a measurab-
le effect on the lift Qf .t’heairfoil.

. . The-effect on the hfgh”speed of.a typical airplane of
.. t<hq additional drag for the conditions investigated is il-

lustrated in table I. The following assumption=-were made:
engine, 700 horsepower; propulsi~e efficie~cy, 85 percent;
wing 0$ Clark Y section with a chord of 8,feet at the span
location “of the lamps; and the top speed of the ~irplane,
200 miles per hour. A lzft coefficient of 05100 corre-
sponding to t-no tunnel angle of attack of -3 was chosen
for the high-speed condition.

— —
1
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CONCLUSION

The percentage increases in minimum drag obtained for
the lawp arrangements investigated are smaller than would
he obtained on many airplane wings due to the co&para%i”~k-
ly large airfoil used; however, the e.ctual increases in
drag would be applicable to similar installations in which
the chord of the wing at the lamp location is the same-–as ..—

that of the airfoil used in the tests. The results indi-
cate that the leading-edge position is the best location
for landi:lg lamps.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

L~ngley Field, Vs., April 10, 1934.
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Computed Decrease

Airplane for

TABIiEI

in the Speed of a Typical 200.

the Lamp Arrang&ents Tested

5

Id.p ●h .

Lamp arrangement

Taired lauqm at leading edge

Unfaired lamps at Leeitingedge

Paired lamps on lower surface at
~ percent chord position

Unfaired lamps on lower surface at
5 percent chord position

Faired lamps on lower surface at
10 percent chord.position

W&aired lamps on lower surface at
10 percent cl%ordposition

Decrease in top speed,
m.p.h.

0.5 —-.

1.0

1.6

1.6
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Figurel.-
Dimensions
ofArmy Air
Corpstype
A-6 landing
lamp.

Figure2.-

installations
on airfoil.
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u“nfaired lamP in le~ing edge-.——.

Tln

Fig.3

Faired lam in leading edge.
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——
Faired lamp on lower surfaoe at 10 percent ohord position.

Figure 3.- Photographs of lamp installations in the leading
edge and on the lower surfaoe of the airfoil
at the 10 peroent chord position=
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Test
conditions

o— Plain airfoil
x~--Airfoil with

unfaired
lamps in
leading
edge.

+ —–—–Airfoil with
faired
1arnp.s in
leadlng
edge.

A —-Airfoil with
unfaired
lamps 5
percent of
chord on
lower sur-

..L

face.
v——Airfoil with

faired
lamp5 5
percent of
chord on
lower sur-
face

❑ ------ Airfoil with
unfaired
lamps 10
percent of
chord on
lower sur-
face.

0 —---Airfoil with
faired
lamps 10
g;;:~n~;f

lower sur-
face.

Figure 4.- Airfoil drag at 100 miles per hour for the lamp arrange-
ments tested. Results not corrected for tunnel jet
boundary effect,


